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            Introduction

Society refers to a group of people living together in the same zone involved in a determined social interaction (Skemp, 1971). Societies can be classified into some form of relations among oneself who can divide themselves into portions of characteristic culture and institutions. The way society behaves is very amazing to the fact that it is very organized and they make choices together to approach a particular task. As a society they consider soft skills like teamwork and leadership therefore, as a result, they have a strong union among themselves which makes them live together in peace.

While mathematics knowledge refers to having the capabilities and skills to understand how your students learn. For example, after your students have written a mathematics test then you make a follow-up to identify what students thinking to lead them to incorrect answers. It also includes identifying the mathematical understanding a student does not have and then you finally choose how best you can represent a mathematical idea so that they can easily get it. Mathematics Knowledge is categorized into two types which include facts with concepts and acting techniques. Mathematics plays a vital role in society because when you make judgments you would realize that everything in life has that aspect of mathematics like counting the money it has attributes of mathematics like adding and subtracting.

The Relationship between Mathematics Knowledge and the Society

The edge of knowledge and rehearsal known as mathematics has been derived from the contribution of scientists throughout the ages and around the world. Mathematics provides us with ideas to recognize patterns, measure relations, and foresee the future. Mathematics gives us an opportunity to comprehend the globe and we also routine the globe to recognize mathematics. If the infusion of mathematics is very accurate then this will be beneficial to society and they would be able to spot global connections and create a mathematical model that redirects the difficulty of global situations and events. Therefore, as a result, they will be able to relate mathematics strategies to solve real-life situations and then finally make conclusions, and use the mathematics knowledge and skills to make a real-life impact.

Development

According to Hollands (1990), mathematics is not only considered in the classroom discipline. Scientists and engineers are not the only ones who benefit from mathematics but also every individual needs mathematics in their daily lives. A common man can get well with counting and calculating without even having the opportunity to enter the classroom to learn mathematics. For example, an old man counting cattle at the cattle post not even knowing that what they are doing is mathematics.

Personal Finances

The financial transaction needs some kind of mathematics the reason being that we need to know how much money we have in the account before we can do the transactions and how much we withdraw therefore as a result, we need to calculate all this process together with the available balances. We also use basic addition and subtraction when we buy groceries. It is also beneficial to have knowledge of complex equations involving fractions and percentages because it will help us to create monthly budgets. Investments, mortgages, car loans, and credit cards all require some understanding of compound interest. This awareness can help an individual to create the best asset selections based on his or her assessed rate of return, and it can help in making the best loan choices based on our expected financial commitment. With the knowledge and skills that we have attained in algebra, we are now able to deal with money. Now society is able to calculate simple interest and compound interest. It is useful to society because they can use the knowledge that they have on simple and compound interest to help members of society to pick the best bank account and to decide which credit card is best to have. People who take out loans understand interest as such, it helps them to figure out the best ways how to save and invest money. In addition, when an individual prepares a budget needs to ask herself or himself a couple of questions before deriving a conclusion. Those questions can be: how much should I spend today? When I will be able to buy a new car? Should I save more? The answer to these questions is mathematics. We prepare budgets based on simple calculations with the help of simple mathematical concepts.

Home and Hobbies

Mathematics is the core of everything in our daily lives (in our homes and hobbies). People use mathematics knowledge when cooking. Cooking requires us to understand some academic goals like fractions and volumes, including how to change them, such as how many cups of rice are required to serve five people. People make use of proportions and ratios to make correct calculations for each ingredient. If we plan to do any home repairs without the help of any qualified specialists, we have to know basic addition and subtraction, but we will also need to understand geometric concepts such as angles and areas for cutting wood and calculating materials needed. Understanding geometric concepts also help in finding how much paint they need to buy when repainting a room. When gardening, we want to know concepts such as area and volume to determine how much soil, fertilizer, grass seed, or other materials we need for a certain square footage of space.

Shopping

Societies make use of mathematics when buying different items. For example, when buying a new computer, an individual will require to figure out which store offers the best price or discount. Mathematics is useful in finding the best deal for food items. Some Stores often have promotions that give a certain percentage off an original price therefore as a result it attracts customers to visit their shop many times. It is helpful for people to know how to figure out their savings. This mathematical skill is very useful because it helps us to save money and offer the best deals to customers at the lowest prices.

Exercise and Sports

Mathematics is important to receiving a good workout and meeting health goals. We use mathematics to calculate our target heart rate during exercise and to count our beats per minute. When we are playing sports, we use mathematics to keep track of the score and to figure out what plays and points are needed to gain an advantage to win the game. We even use mathematics to tell the time or to calculate the amount of time left in a game, an inning, or a quarter.

Conclusion

Having knowledge of mathematics is a dominant and amazing tool in society. Mathematics is not only important for success, and it is all around us. The rules of mathematics are visible throughout the world including in nature, and the problem-solving skills obtained from employment mathematics homework can help us tackle problems in other areas of life. Many societies see mathematics to be a difficult aspect to deal with in life, but the truth is that a life empty of mathematics means that we go around undergoing the world on a much less exciting level than we can. Although mathematics is more important in our society it does not mean an individual should focus only on number crunching, some isolate themselves from others as not everyone in the society adhere to mathematics, sometimes feel disconnected from society, engaging more in mathematics and neglecting other aspects of life also leads to being a loss. There is a need for balance in all aspects of life. Some mathematicians suffer due to increased isolation from society and other reasons. At the fundamental of any discussion on mathematics, it is vital to reflect on how mathematics helps society to make sense of the world, and what in an individual’s knowledge enables them to use mathematics to make contributions to the community.
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    Mathematics Documented Essay The world's population has been exponentially rising for the past decades, causing an increase in the demand for food which gives major challenges to the food security of the world. Food security is achieved when most people have economic and material access to adequate, safe, and healthy food. Unfortunately, this reality is non-existent for the majority of the world's population. Approximately 900 million people are still malnourished and don't have access to quality and nutritious food (FAO,...
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    The two videos I watched were Why Mathematics is Important! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0u8pBjcTd-s and Math Anxiety https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xs9aGVUZ3YA. Both videos changed my views, feelings, and thoughts about math. It was amazing to learn how math is very powerful and useful. It was also interesting to find out how to deal with the stress or fear of dealing with math. Each video had its own way of expressing the world of math. For that reason, I was not only able to react differently to...
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    The Fibonacci sequence sounds like something very complicated. Still, in reality, it is merely a set of elements discovered by combining terms to get another. This sequence was developed by a medieval mathematician known as Leonardo da Pisa. Leonardo spent most of his early life traveling with his father until about 1200 .in fact according to the book Coincidences, chaos, and All That Math Jazz, the author says 'Fibonacci gave himself the nickname Pigalle, which can either a much-traveled man...
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    Math has existed and been used around us for a long time, even though individuals who employed inventing it were not aware that the systems they were creating to solve mundane problems would in the future be considered the foundation of mathematical concepts such as algebra, geometry, etc. These concepts came from efforts to make day-to-day life easier. For example; the modern day concept of combinatorics evolved from an effort to solve problems of enumeration in medicine and perfumery. The...
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    Mathematics is a means of thinking, a process of solving problems and explaining arguments, a foundation upon which modern society is built, a structure that nature is patterned by. It is said to be a systematic application of matter. Some people say it made a man more organized. Also, it makes our life practical and prevents disorder. However most people have the history of struggling with mathematics tasks which make them think if they will ever apply the knowledge in...
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    Introduction Even those suffering from math-related anxieties or phobias cannot escape its everyday presence in their lives. From home to school to work and places in between, math is everywhere. Whether using measurements in a recipe or deciding if half a tank of gas will make the destination, we all use math. It is a good idea, therefore, for teachers and parents of reluctant math learners to use real-world examples to ignite a spark of practical interest. Math is everywhere....
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    For the better part of my life, I have found great interest in nature and the unique occurrences within our environment such as the beautiful tiger stripes,flower petals which are delicately set, among others.Recently however,it dawned on me that It is onIy when we take time to analyze all components of our environment that we will vividly understand the extent to which Math is connected to important aspect in our lives as it plays a huge role in making up...
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    Mathematics has become an inseparable part of our lives, makes our lives orderly and prevent confusion. We can not do a single moment without math, it has made our everyday life goes easy and comforatable. Math includes numbers, letters, and equations, but it is also so much more than that, it is certain qualities that are nurtured by mathematics are power of reasoning, creativity, abstract or spatial thinking, critical thinking, problem-solving ability and even effective communication skills. It can never...
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    A fundamental purpose of human social structures is to capture knowledge and convey it to succeeding generations. Individuals must acquire that knowledge through observations made within these structures, such as culture and education. Knowledge is defined as facts/skills acquired through the theoretical or practical understanding of a subject. It is clear that much of our current knowledge is a culmination of centuries of knowledge evolving into what it is today. To me, the title implies that what we already know...
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    Mathematics and Numeracy can be found everywhere in the world around us as they are both an important aspect of our lives. Be it a shopkeeper, a doctor, a teacher, a lawyer, a student and even an insect in nature they all use the form of mathematics. Mathematics and numeracy are often thought to be the same but are two different concepts. While numeracy and mathematics draw upon the same body of skills, numeracy is not the same as mathematics;...
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    People learn in different ways all the time. From the simplest of things like riding a bike to the complexity of creating new mathematical equations uses a different way of knowing then constructing furniture. The strive for knowledge using different networks lead to significant discoveries. This essay will discuss how Mathematics, Arts and Human Sciences uses Reasons, Imaginations, Sense perception and/or language is used to gain new knowledge. However, many thinkers state that different methods of gaining have different levels...
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